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Opening Year: 2020

Spacious and unique layouts including 106 suites

Originally the Croydon Hotel and later The James Hotel, this space was 

completely reimagined by Deborah Berke Partners

297 guest rooms featuring two 21c Suites

Over 10,000 square feet of art-filled exhibition and event space

Lure Fishbar (coming Spring 2021)

Asha Spa (reopening in 2021)
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Museum Information
Curated Exhibitions

This We Believe explores the power and evolution of belief 

systems—religious, political, economic—and how adherence to and 

rejection of these ideologies has influenced our current global 

culture of divisiveness and polarization. From the imagery of 

disillusionment and protest by THE KID, Kota Ezawa, Claire 

Fontaine, Stephanie Syjuco, and others, to revelations of historical 

complexity by Titus Kaphar, Kapwani Kiwanga, and Kara Walker, to 

visions of transcending binary definitions of identity by Yinka

Shonibare CBE, Maïmouna Guerresi, and Zak Ové, the artworks 

featured question and critique unalloyed allegiance to creed or 

country.

Always 24/7/365 

Free to the Public
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Deluxe Two Double
385 square feet

Facing the interior lightwell or courtyard, this room features two double 

beds, outfitted with luxurious custom linens, and a bathroom with 

tub/shower combo and Malin+Goetz bath amenities. A sitting area with 

couch and table easily allows for reading, or a little work before 

exploring.



Deluxe Two Queen
385 square feet

This room features two luxurious queen beds and bathroom with 

tub/shower combo and Malin+Goetz bath amenities. A sitting area with 

couch and table easily allows for reading or a little work before 

exploring. Accessible deluxe two queens with tub available.



Deluxe King
385 square feet

Facing the exterior, this room features one king bed, outfitted with 

luxurious custom linens, and a bathroom with shower and Malin+Goetz

bath amenities. A sitting area with couch and table easily allows for 

reading, tv viewing or a little work before exploring. Accessible king rooms 

available with tub or roll-in shower.



Deluxe Queen Suite
385 square feet

One bedroom suite with a queen bed and separate living area with 

couch and 49” HDTV. Bathroom includes glass-enclosed standing 

shower and Malin+Goetz bath amenities.



Studio Suite
450 square feet

The Studio Suite features large windows, contemporary art 

from 21c founder Laura Lee Brown and custom furnishings from 

Deborah Berke Partners. The Studio Suite includes a sitting area with 

an HDTV. You’ll also find a large private bath with tub/shower combo 

and vanity.



Luxury King Suite
550 square feet

This one bedroom suite features one king bed, outfitted with custom 

linens and two separate living/entertaining areas with 49” 

HDTV. Accessible roll-in shower luxury king rooms available.



Corner Suite
649 Square feet

Entertain or find respite in this large suite, featuring large windows with 

city views and contemporary art from 21c founder Laura Lee Brown. It 

includes room to host friends with a separate living area, sectional sofa, 

and dining area. You’ll also find a large private bath with glass enclosed 

shower and dual vanity. As the evening comes to a close, retreat to your 

separate bedroom featuring the 21c custom king bed and linens.



21c Suite
828 square feet

Upon entry you see the abundance of natural light flooding through the 

windows, highlighting the open concept living/dining area with a dining 

table for 6, large sectional, and custom 21c king bed. Moving down the 

hall you’ll find the large bathroom with dual vanity, large soaking tub and 

glass enclosed shower.



HOTEL 

CONTACTS

Von Fabella, Dir. of Sales and Marketing

312.660.6110

vfabella@21cChicago.com

Marc Condie, Business Travel Sales Manager

312.660.6113

mcondie@21cChicago.com

Randall Williams, General Manager

312.660.6105

rwilliams@21cChicago.com




